Linking Effective Behaviours to Change the Face of Business

The ground has shifted, yet great teams armed with four key
behaviours will succeed! They will:
ARGUE FOR THE BEST
SOLUTION AND THEN
COMMIT FIERCELY

HAVE A
COMMON
VISION

MAKE EFFECTIVE
DECISIONS

HAVE DEFINED GOALS

ARE FULLY
ENGAGED

ARE CLEAR ABOUT
WHAT, HOW AND WHY

VALUE DIVERSITY

LEARN
FROM THEIR
MISTAKES

COMMUNICATE OPENLY
AND HONESTLY

Great Teams
Deliver Great Results

Disruption is the new Norm

Salim Ismail

How does this statement play for you - Opportunity or Threat?
In the past, smart businesses, that is those with expertise in the measurable, objective and data-driven
side of their businesses, often boosted by brand and price advantage, were the winners. However, in
today’s complex, uncertain and rapidly changing environment, boosted by connective technology, this skill
and knowledge set is merely the permission to play!

Being smart is no longer good enough!
In this changed playing field, successful businesses will be noted for:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimal politics
The willingness to embrace change
Agile decision making
Clarity and focus
Resilience

•
•
•
•
•

High morale
All-round cohesive behaviours
High levels of engagement & productivity
Minimal staff turnover
Fun

In other words, winning teams will link smart with healthy and so overcome the pressure on brand and
margins. A view supported by the Carnegie Institute when it identified that 85% of financial success is
down to personality, communication and leadership.

So how does smart become healthy?
So, what is the transformational process that will trigger this change to a different way of thinking and
behaving? At Access Your Potential, we call it connect4! A way of building into the DNA of any
business, in any sector a new way of thinking and behaving personally and across the team; a pathway to
a sustainable winning team.

results res

accountability

commitment

conﬂict

trust

So, what are the four key
behaviours of a winning team?

The Power of connect4

“The way a team plays as a whole determines its success. You may have the
greatest bunch of individual stars in the world, but if they don’t play together,
the club won’t be worth a dime” Babe Ruth
When Babe Ruth said this, he was thinking about baseball, however it is just as true in any sport or any
business arena. connect4 enables leaders to create a platform for collective and focused action to
drive towards common goals and long term success.

connect4 - Deals with Disruption Successfully!
The connect4 programme is built upon four key pillars of cohesive and
effective behaviour.
trust1

First, we work on knowing yourself better and increasing understanding across the team. Increased
understanding boosts both individual and team performance, creating a team that is greater than the sum
of its parts.

conflict2

Teams, with a culture of trust are able to argue constructively for the best solutions without destroying
the team. They release creative energy, find great solutions and target the why and how of the business
rather than the what!

commitment3

A team focused on opportunities and not personalities consistently produces the best solutions. Solutions
may not be unanimous at the time, however they are committed to, adhered to, communicated with clarity
and delivered by each member.

accountablility4

Decisions reached within a culture of trust after thorough discussion, not only produce commitment but
carry through into actions and measurable results. Teams feel accountable and will strive to improve by
taking responsibility. “Failures” are owned not attributed, and thus the learning becomes a springboard for
improvement and success.

Who does this work for?

connect4 will work with ambitious SMEs through to large corporates, plus
public and voluntary organisations. It is the universal tool for growth!
The connect4 programme can be run for:
• Top leadership teams
• Operational teams
• Departmental teams

• Project teams
• Groups of individuals wishing to take
their leadership to the next level.

connect4 at work
“The connect4 program helped
my business come together as
we dealt with the silos. It was a
challenging journey but one I am
thirlled that we took on”

“...creatively delivered by
people with a real passion
to make a difference”

“We continue to work with the
connect4 team to embed the
learning’s we took from the 2-day
workshop!”

“ Real insights to
get the best out of
our team - the good
just became much
better!

How connect4 will work for you
The full connect4 programme is a two-day intensive workshop delivered to groups of between five to
ten individuals. Usually these individuals are from an existing team. However, connect4 also works
well with groups of individuals who simply want to build their expertise in this key area.
In all cases, the training is built around strengthening these four key behaviours and learning to apply and
use them effectively 1-2-1, in meetings, in leadership, communication and self-development.
The course will make use of key note presentations by the lead team, break-out sessions, plus video case
studies and course work book. Pre-course, there will be an on-line personal assessment with a detailed
personalised report.
Post course there will be tailored support coaching/mentoring sessions on a 1-2-1 basis. For existing
teams, this post course support can be flexed to provide coaching for the whole team as a collective unit.

How connect4 will benefit you!

connect4 will deliver significant benefits measured in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•

High Morale
Increased resilience
Clarity and focus
Higher engagement & productivity
Reduced staff turnover

•
•
•
•
•

Improved decision making
Willing to accept change
Greater co-operation
More effective meetings
Bottom line impact

connect4 builds teams that win Championships!

The programme is led by:
Dr. Chris Mackel
Strategic Specialist

Amanda Smith
Training & Development

Phil Hartshorne
Change Specialist

After teaching
and research at
University Chris
was head-hunted
by a major multinational, gaining
valuable corporate
experience before
setting up Euro
Access. Over
the past 25 years, this niche consultancy,
specialising in business strategy and funding
issues, has worked with both SMEs and major
corporates, the European Commission, FAO
and OECD, with a spectacular £89 million
success in grant funding. However, it became
evident to Chris that where the rubber really
hits the road to sustainable success, is in the
teams that he has worked with. The teams
that have achieved the most success with the
funds that he has won for them, exhibited in
spades the effective, cohesive behaviours that
have now been distilled into the connect4
programme.

Amanda’s early
professional
career was in the
corporate world,
quickly rising to
departmental
head with a
major multiple
retailer. Her
leadership
and training skills were recognised and
she became one of their national trainers
preparing staff for store openings across the
UK. After time out for three children, now
in their teens, Amanda further honed her
skills at the Coaching Academy gaining a
distinction in Corporate & Executive coaching.
She now works with individuals on a 1-2-1
basis to help them attain their personal goals,
as well as being a key member of the Access
Your Potential team. Amanda is committed to
seeing the impact of connect4 on boosting
team performance.

Phil enjoyed a
career in the
SME catering
sector before
moving into
the Corporate
FMCG world
where he
worked for
25 years with
food companies such as, Cadbury Limited
and Kraft Foods. His career journey isn’t
a traditional one, working up from a Sales
Merchandiser right through to Director
roles across Commercial and Supply Chain
functions. He called time on his corporate
career to focus on his real passion, the
people agenda. Many people put forward
complex academic theories but have no
practical outworking of these theories.
Through connect4 he prefers to talk
about the ideas that he knows have worked
in practice.

Get in Touch.

e: connect4@accessyourpotential.com
t: 0131 629 5734
w: www.accessyourpotential.com

